
2019 EDEN VALLEY RIESLING
Heirloom Vineyards was conceived in vintage 2000, when a young winemaking 
student caught the eye of a silly old wine judge. A love story ensued inspired 
by two vows: To preserve the best of tradition, the old world of wine and 
our unique old vineyards and to champion the best clones of each variety 
planted in the most appropriate sites embracing the principals of organic 
and biodynamic farming. Seven long vintages of trial and error passed before 
Heirloom Vineyards could make a wine that was fine enough to pass on to 
future generations. That is this wine.
This Heirloom Vineyards Riesling was produced from our best Eden Valley 
Vineyard whose clones and viticulture embody the very best in cutting edge 
but old school viticulture and winemaking. Hand tended vines, sorted bunch-
by-bunch, naturally fermented free run juice, and bottled immediately to 
retain the purity of the fruit.

OUR WINE NOTES 

Riesling can be a simple sip or a symphony of the senses, a moment of 
pleasure or an eternity of contemplation. Only the poet can know, so stop 
thinking and surrender.

COLOUR
Pale starbright gold hinting at the faintly viscous. 
 
AROMA
A lesson in lime and length. Indeed, intense lime aromatics, with a supporting 
aromatic cast of Wandering Dew, succulents, steel, musk, mango skin, and 
fresh lychee. Each sniff suggests a new smell.

PALATE
This white wine’s acidity is piercingly long - around which glides a generous 
line of apple, green herbs, talc, minerals, lemon foliage, and grapefruit. Whilst 
being a lively and racy drink, it also has a powerful, pure core of riesling’s 
fruit DNA. The wine’s concentration of texture and flavour attracts intelligent 
attention. 

OVERALL 
The sharp crispness combined with the aforementioned fruit intensity makes 
this wine the gift that keeps giving. Being both ethereal and yet sensuous this 
is a wine as happy  - well-chilled - with spicy calamari or a softly steamed 
fresh scallop on the shell.

Dry and long with the finely etched tannins knitted - or rather woven - into the 
pristine and pitch-perfect fruit flavours and textures. Simple chicken grilled 
with too much black pepper or a handmade and slightly spicy sausage with 
lentils would be the ideal attendants to this powerful wine. 
Alcohol 11.5% (6.8 Standard Drinks) 

WINEMAKERS Elena Brooks & Rosie Signer
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